Season pass sale just started!
2019 we offer to reserve your own seat in our Ellenfeld stadium in Neunkirchen. Many of you –
especially the ‘extreme noise’ zone – loved this special offer so much in 2018, we did not
hesitate to reoffer in 2019. The procedure stays the same.
Click here (http://www.saarland-hurricanes.com/saisonticket/) to see how it works.
To grasp an overview of the stadium and the seat numbers, see here:
http://www.saarland-hurricanes.com/tribuene-ellenfeld/.
Just select a seat and reserve by simply paying in advance. All PowerPubliCanes surely
remember the goodie that comes with it ;-)
Payment/Reservation
By bank transfer with indication of the person’s name who should own the ticket (can also be a
nick name); also add contact data and the exact seat (e.g. block D, row 14, seat 2). Die season
pass costs € 80.- including a little surprise! Those tickets obviously can also be purchased
without a seat reservation.
Our bank account’s IBAN is: DE96 5905 0101 0000 6999 91
*CRUCIAL: Please enter your contact details when transferring the money!
It’s a wrap!
As soon as we receive the money, we update the occupancy list of all seats in the stadium. All
taken seats will be marked with a red cross, so everybody can see which seats are still free to
take. The organization makes the contact regarding the delivery of the ticket(s). Like this, we
hope to avoid double occupancies. For the game days, the seats can be marked with a name
tag, if requested.
General manager – Torsten Reif
“Because our Publicanes have been supporting us until the end of the season to win every
homegame and managed to liven up the whole stadium, we like to reward already now for
2019’s season. Beside the great support we like to continue promoting the tailgating by fans for
fans: Our fans have the opportunity to meet in front of the stadium before the game starts to
get together and engage in dialogue about football in general and Canes related topics. As a
result, great fan friendships, also with fans from other teams, emerged. Due to the possibility of
guaranteed seats in your favorite spot, you can enjoy the tailgating without a worry.
Furthermore, owners of day passes will still not be able to reserve seats yet. Thus, this special
offer stays exclusive.”

So, have fun selecting your perfect spot.
The dates of our home games are confirmed already!
As soon as the seasonscedule is confirmed, we will pronounce it on this page. AS it looks right
now the season will start on the 4th of Mai with a homegame.

